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Porter: Pianist mixes new works with classics
(Continued from page 5B)

spirituality of Liszt’s work,
but also because a student of
Liszt had taught one of his
musical instructors.
Having just two degrees of
musical separation between
himself and a composer he
deeply admires has been a
source of inspiration while
viewing the large scope and
precision of Liszt’s work.
“He was the biggest
celebrity of the time as a virtuoso pianist, but he left the
concert stage around the age
of 35 and became very religious. He turned inwards and
became more philosophical,”
Porter said.
That spirituality can be
heard in his pieces, though
the music can be enjoyed with
or without the context of
Liszt’s Catholic background,
Porter said. Having written
hundreds of compositions,
Liszt was also a patron to
young composers and known
as a creator of contemplative
and meditative pieces.

“Talking to the audience is important, but the
audience doesn’t want a 20-minute lecture
before a 10-minute piece. A few well-chosen
words before a performance add volumes.”
– Stephen Porter
Concert pianist
Having the opportunity to
share pieces by Liszt with audiences, Porter feels that presenting the music simply is
the best way to “examine him
in all of his complexity.”
With audiences of classical
music shrinking over time,
Porter believes that it is all
the more important for musicians to engage with concertgoers and create a context for
the pieces they are hearing.
There was a time when
classical musicians would
simply perform the pieces
without interacting with audiences much beyond taking
bows.
“You want to show people
an aspect of the music,” Porter
said. “Talking to the audience

is important, but the audience doesn’t want a 20minute lecture before a
10-minute piece. A few wellchosen words before a performance add volumes. It
may be the first time they’re
hearing it.”
Although his Nantucket
program draws from traditional works and composers,
Porter often tries to mix in
new pieces by living composers with lesser-known
works by classic composers
like Beethoven and Mozart.
The pitfall to be avoided
when playing the classics is
that when the same pieces
and composers are repeatedly
performed, the audience can
tune out or stop coming,

Porter said. Now, it is more
important than ever to draw
in and captivate individuals
by striking a balance between
the familiar and the new.
“We can’t stop playing
those things and we shouldn’t, but if you play them too
much, you lose interest and if
you only play new music, it’s
less accessible for the audiences,” Porter said.
The
space
at
the
Atheneum offers a prime opportunity to observe the performer more intently than is
possible in a concert hall,
Porter said.
“It’s a more intimate space.
People can hear and see
everything that you’re hearing and you’re seeing, the
communing of the artist and
the instrument and the audience as you sit up there and
do battle with the black
beast,” he said.
Pianist Stephen Porter will
perform at 8 p.m. Saturday,
Aug. 26 in the Great Hall of
the Nantucket Atheneum, 1
India St. Free.

Looking: Native American remains found in ’92
(Continued from page 5B)

Dreamland Theater –
“Grand Central Murder,”
starring Van Heflin, Patricia
Dane, Cecelia Parker; “Wings
for the Eagle,” starring Ann
Sheridan and Dennis Morgan; “Holiday Inn,” starring
Bing Crosby, Fred Astaire and
Virginia Dale; “The Pied
Piper,” starring Monty Wooley, Roddy McDowell and Ann
Baxter; Coming soon: “Mrs.
Miniver.”
1967-50 Years Ago
Yacht-racing enthusiasts
will have a chance to watch

the upcoming world-famous
America’s Cup Races in bigship comfort aboard the SS
Nobska. According to the
Steamship line, the price of a
ticket includes meals aboard
the Nobska. The spacious
steamboat will leave from
New Bedford at 9 a.m. each
race day, beginning with the
first race. Space is limited to
500, so that all will be able to
watch the races in deck-chair
comfort.
***
Letter to the Editor – I
have followed with interest
the controversy concerning
the program of Sherburne Associates. What I consider the
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real issue is how to keep Nantucket the way it is. With the
population explosion in the
megalopolis between Boston
and Washington, recreation
areas are destined to be overrun if left without some controls. A Nantucketer needs to
look no further than Cape
Cod, with its crowded
beaches, neon lights, crawling
traffic, rundown hotels with
their $2 a night patrons, and
junky souvenir shops.
1992-25 Years Ago
(Editor’s Note: The site in
question was located in the
Shimmo/Shawkemo
area
near Nantucket Harbor) The

site that was disturbed actually appears on old Nantucket
maps. It is apparently one of
the lost Praying Indian graveyards, like the one uncovered
during construction of Miacomet Village in 1987. The
Praying Indian villages were
started after disease decimated much of their population in the 1700s. According to
one expert, the artifacts found
on the site make it clear that
while the Indians may have
converted to Christianity,
they still maintained a strong
sense of their native traditions.
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